
ACCESSIBLE DOCUMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH VISION 
IMPAIRMENTS AND PERSONS WITH LOW VISION IN IRAQ

International Organization for Migration (IOM) Iraq and implementing partners regularly circulate information to 
stakeholders and beneficiaries via written documents. Examples include handouts in training, Communicating with 
Communities flyers and consent forms. 

As IOM Iraq continues to strengthen its approach to improving access and inclusion of persons with disabilities 
across its programming, it is important to address a critical barrier experienced by persons with vision impair-
ments and persons with low vision to accessing information in written documents. 

Accessible communication ensures everyone has the same access to information. Digitally accessible documents 
ensure that everyone has the opportunity to read written materials. 

This fact sheet was developed following a rapid consultation with persons with vision impairments and persons 
with low vision in Iraq in 2021. It aims to inform IOM Iraq and implementing partners on:

• Screen reading software in Iraq

• Braille in Iraq

• Digitally accessible documents for people who use screen readers in Iraq

• Tips for creating digitally accessible digital documents 

• Accessible communication

 SCREEN READING SOFTWARE IN IRAQ

Screen readers read content on the computer or smart phone screens out loud. 

Many persons with vision impairments in Iraq prefer using screen readers to access written information in 
documents as it is faster, easier and more available. Persons with vision impairments use screen readers to read 
eBooks, use internet and social media, write reports and to study.

Screen reading software can be used on computers, laptops and smart phones. NVDA1 and Voice Over2 are 
the most commonly used screen reading software programmes in Iraq. There are several other screen reader 
software programmes, but most are expensive. There was some improvement in screen reading software in 
2021. Most persons with vision impairments in Iraq,  access screen reading software on their smart phones. Some 
people with vision impairments will additionally use screen reading software on computers and laptops to carry 
out duties as employees.

Screen reading software works better for documents in English, though sometimes the pronunciation of words is 
confusing.  Screen reading software in Arabic is less reliable. In some cases, the software will read left to right, despite 
Arabic script being right to left. At this stage there is no screen reading software for Kurdish (Sorani or Badini). 

1. NVDA software is free and only compatible with Windows operating system.

2. VoiceOver is only compatible with MacOS
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 BRAILLE IN IRAQ

Braille is a system of raised dots that can be read with the fingers by persons with vision impairments or who have low vision. 

Some persons with vision impairments learnt Braille at blind institutes (particularly in the 1980s and 1990s), but 
many persons with vision impairments have not had the opportunity to learn Braille at all. Persons with vision 
impairments report that learning Braille is often difficult, it is slow and expensive (Braille embossers, papers etc) 
and they are not many materials produced in Braille in Iraq.

Braille in Arabic is slightly different to Braille in Kurdish (Sorani), and different again to Braille in English. 

Braille embossers print braille output from a computer by punching dots onto paper (Braille translation software is 
required). They connect to the computer in the same way as regular printers. Some institutes for students with vision im-
pairments have Braille embossers, but many are not functional. In 2021, there are five known functional Braille embossers 
in Iraq. Four are located in institutes in Mosul, Erbil, Basra and Baghdad (but the institute in Baghdad is not able to afford the 
Braille paper). One embosser is located in the office of the Iraqi Alliance of Disability Organizations in Baghdad.

(Electronic) refreshable Braille displays/readers are tactile devices which can be attached to a computer or con-
nected via Bluetooth to some smartphones, enabling the user to read the contents of the screen using Braille. 
They are expensive and not currently used in Iraq.3  

Note: Braille has an important role to play in the lives of persons with vision impairments. 1. It is part of the identity 
of persons with vision impairments 2. It is important in Education pedagogy where students learn key literacy com-
ponents in Braille. 3. Braille is also essential for signs – for example elevator numbers, toilet door labels, medication 
labels, etc. 4. Some persons with vision impairments are more comfortable using Braille as a personal preference.

Other 

Apart from using screen readers and/or Braille, persons with vision impairments and low vision in Iraq access 
information through radio and friends and family. 

 DIGITALLY ACCESSIBLE DOCUMENTS FOR PEOPLE 

 WHO USE  SCREEN READERS IN IRAQ

People who use screen readers in Iraq request documents to be made  available in:

• English – Microsoft Word only

• Arabic – Microsoft Word only

• Sorani – (As of 2021, there is no screen reading software that reads Sorani)

• Badini – (As of 2021, there is no screen reading software that reads Badini)

Key challenges in existing Word documents reported by persons using screen readers in Iraq:

• Unexpected screen changes. 

• Tables that are difficult to read

• Images that do not have Alt -text

• Complex forms with unlabelled or with multiple edit fields. 

• Headings are not used

3. Braille displays/readers have existed for several decades in other countries. Respondents in Iraq did not know of their existence.
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Note: Images in Word can have Alt text, and tables can be user friendly. But many designers/
developers don’t use Alt text, or they create nested tables or improperly formed tables.

 TIPS FOR CREATING DIGITALLY ACCESSIBLE DIGITAL DOCUMENTS

Considering and including accessibility from the beginning is cheap and essential to avoid procurement and design 
mistakes. Good design simply makes sense and benefits everyone. The following tips have been adapted from 
CBM’s Digital Accessibility Toolkit. (Please refer to the toolkit for more information on each tip). 

• Larger fonts and left aligned text (for left-to-right languages) are easier to read. Sans serif fonts like Arial or 
Helvetica are the most accessible. Wherever possible use a standard print size of at least 12 point.

• Busy layouts and dense text are difficult to read.

• Clear structure in documents makes documents easier to navigate. For example, use built in headings and 
subheading hierarchy.

• Images, graphics and tables should include descriptive alternative text. (Alt text concisely describes what is 
shown in the image graphic or table).

• Use simple tables with proper headers. 

• Ensure footnotes, references and notes are accessible.

• Language should be simple. Use the Hemingway App when formulating the document to assess reading level. 

• Ensure that colour is not the only means of conveying information. And colours for the text, graphics, and the 
background have sufficient contrast when viewed by someone with colour-blindness.

• Ask for feedback on documents from persons with vision impairments and persons with low vision. 

• Built-in accessibility checkers Word, PowerPoint Adobe PDF will also offer ways to repair any broken accessibility 
features it finds. Note: automated checkers only detect 30% to 40% of possible accessibility issues.

Note: The most common accessibility errors include missing alternative text for images, poor 
colour contrast, and making important information hard to find.

Additional specific tips for creating accessible PDF documents in English:

• If converting Word to PDF, ensure Word exports into an accessible PDF.

• Reduce or eliminate the need for additional work in the final PDF by creating accessible source documents (in 
Word or InDesign) before exporting to PDF. 

• Use InDesign’s guide to generating accessible PDFs.

• Links must be correctly identified, labelled, and tagged in PDFs.

• Lists and their list items, list item labels, and list item bodies must be correctly tagged with correct relationships. 

Note: Many organizations including IOM Iraq regularly circulate PDFs to reduce the size of the file and for 
version control. In cases where is not possible to circulate a word document, add an extra sentence to 
the website/email/similar: Please contact [person or team name]@iom.int for a copy of the document in Word. 

https://www.cbm.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/CBM-Digital-Accessibility-Toolkit.pdf
https://hemingwayapp.com/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/improve-accessibility-with-the-accessibility-checker-a16f6de0-2f39-4a2b-8bd8-5ad801426c7f#PickTab=Windows
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/improve-accessibility-with-the-accessibility-checker-a16f6de0-2f39-4a2b-8bd8-5ad801426c7f#PickTab=Windows
https://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/using/create-verify-pdf-accessibility.html#check_accessibility_of_PDFs
https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/migrated/ocio/information_management/upload/Guide_for_Creating_Accessible_Documents.pdf#page=3
https://helpx.adobe.com/indesign/using/creating-accessible-pdfs.html
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/webaccess/how-to-create-or-fix-adobe-pdf-link-tags.pdf
https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20120103/PDF21
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 ACCESSIBLE COMMUNICATION

Creating accessible documents is one of the easiest, cheapest and most effective ways to provide information to 
people who use screen readers. Acknowledging that screen reading software has significant limitations and not all 
persons with vision impairments use screen reading software. It is important to consider accessible communica-
tion more broadly.  Considerations include:  

• Where possible provide information in at least two formats. 

 ○ For example, a Word document and a meeting to discuss the information in the Word document.

• Provide documents to persons with vision impairments and persons with low vision prior to the meeting/
training/event so that they have time to read the information prior to the activity where possible. If documents 
cannot be shared prior, please share after the activity.

ANNEX A: KEY CONCEPTS 

Accessibility is the quality that allows persons with disabilities to access and enjoy physical environments, trans-
portation, facilities, services, information and communications, including new technologies and systems. When 
planning for accessibility, the principles of universal design should be used.

Reasonable Accommodations are necessary and appropriate modifications and adjustments that do not impose 
a disproportionate or undue burden, where needed in a particular case, to allow persons with disabilities the 
enjoyment or exercise on an equal basis with others of all human rights and fundamental freedoms.

ANNEX B: FURTHER DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY RESOURCES

• The CBM Digital Accessibility Toolkit (PDF format) 

• The National Center on Disability and Access to Education (NCDAE) Cheat sheets for accessible documents.

• Change’s How to Make Information Accessible (PDF format) easy read documents guide

• World Blind Union (WBU) InDesign and Acrobat accessible PDF (PDF format) checklist.

• WebAIM’s Accessible PDF Resources

ANNEX C:  METHODOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP FACT SHEET

In October 2021, IOM Iraq interviewed 6 persons with vision impairment and 2 persons with low vision from 
Baghdad, Basra, Dohuk, Erbil, Sulymania and Thiqar. In January 2022, a validation focus group discussion with 
persons with vision impairments was conducted  to test the draft fact sheet. 

https://www.cbm.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/CBM-Digital-Accessibility-Toolkit.pdf
https://ncdae.org/resources/cheatsheets
https://www.changepeople.org/getmedia/923a6399-c13f-418c-bb29-051413f7e3a3/How-to-make-info-accessible-guide-2016-Final
https://worldblindunion.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/WBU_InDesign-Checklist-Version3.pdf
https://webaim.org/techniques/acrobat/

